
BIG BOOK STUDY FORMAT 

OPENING 

Welcome to the [MEETING NAME] Group of Drug Addicts Anonymous. This is an [OPEN or CLOSED] 
meeting, which means [OPEN – “anyone can attend.” Or CLOSED – “those who have a desire to stop 
using all mind-altering substances can attend.”] 

My name is _______ and I’m a (recovered) an addict serving as your chairperson this evening. Now let’s 
go around the room and introduce ourselves. 

Drug Addicts Anonymous is a fellowship of people who have recovered from addiction and are 
committed to helping those who still suffer. We have recovered by using the Twelve Steps as outlined in 
the Big Book of Alcoholics Anonymous. 

Drug Addicts Anonymous is not allied with any sect, denomination, politics, organization, or institution, 
does not engage in any controversy, and neither endorses nor opposes any causes. Our primary purpose 
is to recover from our addiction and help other addicts to achieve the same freedom. Drug Addicts 
Anonymous is not dedicated to the use of any one specific drug. 

The 7th tradition states that every DAA group is fully self-supporting, declining outside contributions. 
Please give if you are able. It is okay if you cannot. The important thing is that you are here and not out 
using. 

I have asked ______ to please read, “The History of Drug Addicts Anonymous” 

I have asked ______ to please read, “The 12 Steps” 

I have asked ______ to please read, “The 12 Traditions” 

I have asked ______ to pass out chips for clean time 

In this meeting, we will read a section from the big book, highlighting the clear-cut directions for each of 
the 12 steps. Anyone may read one paragraph and pass. We will then open the meeting for comments 
on that paragraph. This meeting will close at [TIME].  

We will begin reading on page ______, paragraph ______. 

CLOSING 

We will hold our business meeting the [DAY example: “first Monday”] of every month after the meeting. 

Before we close the meeting, does anyone have any recover related announcements? 

Thank you for being here. We will now close with the Serenity Prayer. 

God, grant me the serenity, to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to change the things I can, 
and the wisdom to know the difference. 


